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May's Sampler of the Month

As you can see, my version of this elegant sampler, "Abundance" from the European Crosstitch Collection, hasn't progressed much
since last we spoke, but I hope to spend some time with it again this weekend. I've been distracted, a very regular thing (I think I have
adult ADD) it seems, by several other wonderful projects, but I truly love this sampler, its motifs, colors and, most of all, its sentiment.
In the here and now, as negativity surrounds us, badgers us, and envelops us, it's more important than ever to focus on the positive
things, the sheer abundance that so many of us enjoy in many phases of our lives, including the beautiful needlework projects, supplies,
and accessories that bring us untold pleasurable hours..
I'm stitching this on Lakeside's 45c Vintage Mourning Dove with, you guessed it, Belle Soie. We have this beautiful linen, of course, in
any count you desire, 45c, 40c, 36c, 32c, or 28c. It would be absolutely lovely for a number of your itching-to-stitch designs.
During May save 15% on your purchase of the chart ($14) + hand-dyed linen of your choice ($15 for 40c w/2-inch margins) OR 4 Belle
Soie of your choice ($26). Please specify your preferred margins when ordering. Larger margin allowance will increase the fabric cost a
bit.

This weekend at The Attic . . .
Sampler Sunday, Sunday, May 17, 1:00-4:00 ~ $10 ~ please call to register. Betsy is making her world-famous lemon bars for
our treat!

November's Sampler Symposium

The weekend's faculty has been finalized! And we are very
excited to tell you about it. You will enjoy workshops with:
Pat Evans of Lakeside Linens for a hands-on linen dyeing class
Elizabeth Talledo of Dames of the Needle/Fingerwork Designs
Linda Lautenschlager of Chessie & Me
Linda Vinson of Needlemade Designs
Linda Danielson of Samplers Remembered will present a sampler lecture featuring her own collection! ~ with a special focus on
her Mexican and Spanish samplers, her true passion. Linda began collecting samplers 13 or 14 years ago, but once she acquired
her first Mexican sampler, she found her niche. She is very well studied in Mexican and Spanish samplermaking and has some
absolutely exquisite pieces in her collection. I had the pleasure of attending a lecture she presented last week in her beautiful
home, and it was wonderful! I can't decide what was more enjoyable, seeing her collection of antique needlework or "visiting" her
room that houses her own work. You are all in for a very special treat, I can assure you. See below photos of her current
reproductions, available exclusively at The Attic.

The weekend's schedule of workshops will begin on Friday evening, November 13, at 6 p.m. and continue through midafternoon on Sunday,
November 15. Once the teachers have completed their designs and know the kit contents, the symposium fee will be published and the
deposit announced. There will probably not be photographs of the weekend's projects for quite some time, if at all, but I will show you
"teases" when they become available, just to whet your stitching appetite, as if any of us need that!

We at The Attic are very pleased to be . . .

. . . the exclusive distributor of Samplers Remembered/Linda Danielson's reproductions. We have shown varying photographs of these
in our past newsletters, but today we will show you the entire repertoire of Linda's available charts, all priced at $12. Some are
photographed at what may look like strange angles, my poor attempt at trying to avoid the reflected fluorescent lights and/or windows
reflected in the glass.
In the first row, the most popular reproduction sampler we have ever had in the shop, bar none, what Linda calls the "Village
Square Sampler" but many of you know it as the "Mary Allen Sampler." The charming center square is surrounded by a number
of wonderful verses. We have shipped this chart to the many corners of the world. If you don't own it, you are in the minority.
Next to it in the middle, "On Christmas Day," one of our Samplers of the Month several years ago, an absolutely beautiful
sampler celebrating a holiday that many of us celebrate. And on the right below, what Linda calls "Fiesta," what is assumed to
have been a table cover ~ note the tassels in the corners.

And below are several close-ups of this lovely piece that obviously can be "right side up" from four differing directions.

Below, the "Miriam Chilvers Sampler," with, unfortunately, light reflecting in the lower left corner, so there are two additional snippets
showing some of the sampler's detail.

Below, a new one to our shop display, one that Linda reproduced several years ago while still residing in Massachusetts. She calls it the
"Christmastime Sampler," and the words in the sampler are "Joseph and Mary's Flight Into Egypt." On the right below, "Redwork
Alphabet Sampler." and below that, close-ups of this beautiful French sampler.

Linda says she was so excited when she started to chart this from the antique sampler to discover the little heart design in almost
every letter of the second alphabet, shown below. She has hemmed it on all four sides, as the antique was finished, and has included the
two buttonholed loops at the top corners, which also were on the antique.

On Their Way . . .
..

. several very special projects for your stitching baskets and needlework libraries:
Next in the French Needle Maid series, an exquisite kit with 18th-Century documentary fabric
included for finishing this exquisitely designed needlebook. “Nicole” is the second in this series.
Remember "Margeaux"? I don't yet have the cost of "Nicole" but I expect it will be a bit higher
than "Margeaux" ($40), to the right below, because of the additional silk floss needed for the colors.

Coming from Just*Nan , "Sirens of the Sea" ($18 w/embellishments) is a lovely mermaid design stitched on a beautiful overdyed
fabric, Meadow Mist. We have it in stock in 28c Cashel and have it on order in 32c and 40c. Next to the mermaids, "Pin
Keeper's Garden" ($17 w/embellishments), a cushion to park the newest Charm Garden Pins ($9.50 each), the Tulip Butterfly and
the adorable Hedgehog.

More Charm Garden Pins also available are the hummingbird, sparkle bee, ladybug, bunny, and the frog prince, each $9.50.

Embroidered with White: The 18th Century Fashion for Dresden Lace and Other Whiteworked Accessories by Heather
Toomer ($47) . Please click here http://www.accesscommodities.com/blog.htm to read a comprehensive and very well written
review of this softbound publication. We're also getting Ms. Toomer's earlier publication, Baby Wore White: Robes for

Special Occasions, 1800-1910, but I don't have its price yet.

Three new kits from The Heart's Content/Maureen Appleton:
"Splendor XIX" ($105) is stitched on 40c hand-dyed Muffin and includes the fabulous treenware box, a reproduction from The

Salem Collection ~

~ "Sewing Clamp III Bird of Colour" ($55), another kit in this wonderful series that includes the clamp as well ~ and "Mustard
Shaker Box" ($78), kitted with Glenshee linen and 14 colors of Soie d'Alger, as well as the hand-hewn and painted box.

New In The Shop . . .

Well, enough about what's coming. Let's talk about what's here now ~ some really wonderful things that I think you'll like.
An important point that I need to mention: Prices for items that come from Europe are the prices for the shipment shown at the
newsletter date. Subsequent shipments may reflect a price change due to the currency exchange rate, and we have no control over
that. If there is a change in an item's price, we will notify you before shipping of the differing price.
From Valerie Lejeune, a softbound 2-inch thick book with 844 alphabets that is appropriately called Cross Stitch Letters Bible
($53 ND). It does say that it's "Tome 1" so it might only be the Old Testament if there's more. It is a very comprehensive
publication, a must-have if you love alphabets ~ and isn't that what we're all about with our samplermaking? The really neat
thing about this publication besides the beautiful letters is that in the upper left and right corners of each page is a half-inch
number that says pts de haut, which indicates the heigth of each letter, i.e., the number of stitches tall it is. How perfect for
making a quick selection for the space available for your initials!
And a wonderful needlebook kit so that you can create your own unique needlebook ~ simply select 2 coordinating fabrics and, if
you wish, stitch a design for the cover. The kit includes the precut mat board and easy-to-follow illustrated instructions for
either stretching and sewing on your fabric or using a no-sew finishing technique. Inside there's sufficient space for your
scissors and other tools. The finished size is approximately 3" x 4" when closed. Watch for an upcoming Saturday workshop to
make these. The kit is $9.

From Dessins DHC in France, some very creative and charming designs. Stitching accessories are "in" and we all love them, and here are
a few novelties for your sewing baskets/boxes/bags, small projects that can be finished in a jiffy, and we think very clever, unique, and
adorable!
"Little Cakes" ($17) highlighting cupcake designs at the top and "Roses" with, you guessed it, roses are both stitched on 32c
natural linen with 2 threads over 2 linen threads. Models for the cutting cards and mounting instructions are included ~ in
English as well as French. We also have a few of the cupcake pin sets in the shop. ($14).

You've seen this before, and a great number of you have purchased it, but when Debra and I were in Nashville in February we got
to see this in person, and if you think it's cute in the photos, it rocks in person ~ so I wanted to show it to you again because we
got more in. I want to have a finishing class for this later in the summer, and we currently have a few sets of the pins in stock.
Those are difficult to keep in stock. Here's "Pere Noel" ($21), also known as the Santa Scissors Keeper and Pins Holder. Look
closely at the sack on his back to see the pins. I LOVE this!
Also coming in because we ran out, the Santa scissors ($20) that seem just perfect for this set. These are reproductions ~ you
can find Santa's face just below the screw

These next four designs are by Miss Kat, who obviously loves sweet things. Two adorable charts for making these adorable
cubes: In "Christmas Boxes" ($17) instructions and charts on 28c linen for making the larger box (~4.5" x 4") or the smaller

N*O*E*L boxes (~2.4" x 2") ~ and the "Cute Cubes" ($14) shows 3 different-sized designs on 35c linen that are ~2.2", ~1.4", and
~.4" (all of these I've converted from the cm sizes given on the chart). Very clear instructions on creating these These look
like a future class as well. We will keep you busy this summer! And once you've made one, the possibilities are endless! Think of
all the charming little cubes that you can make. Great scissors fobs!

"My Little Things" ($17) features designs for four lovely needlework accessories, a sewing bag, a small cushion, and two
different-sized biscornus, all done in cross stitch on 35/36-count linen, and "The Little Garden Case " ($17) measures ~5.7" x
3.5" on 35/36-count linen. Detailed finishing instructions are included with both charts.

Seven charming framed designs from Marie Suarez/Coeur de Lin: "So Fond of Embroidery" and "Embroidered Happiness" ($17)

"Lace Pleasures" and "Stitcher's Belongings" ($17)

"Waltz of the Hearts" ($17) and "Laura's Embroideries" ($14) ~ for some reason the color didn't "translate" very true ~ Amy
pulled the colors for this yesterday afternoon, and it's quite lovely.

"White Christmas" ($17) ~ and this one from Dessins DHC you've seen before, but again, I saw this in person in Nashville, and it
is very lovely, so I wanted to give it a reprise, "Way of the Roses" ($17).

From The Victoria Sampler: "Stitcher's Garden" ($49 w/embellishment pack) with a lovely sentiment, "In search of my Mother's
garden I found my own." I love the house and would like to be sitting on that bench under the willow tree stitching right about now! And
here's the last in Thea's Alphabet Sampler Series, the "XYZ Sampler" ($44 w/embellishment pack) featuring a zebra and a xylophone
player! I don't believe I've ever seen that done in needlework before.

And here's some of the latest things to come from Sandy's framing studio:
Debra's very beautiful "MR 1811" sampler, completed in record time! This was our March Sampler of the Month, and she started
this in late February ~ this past week it was all dressed up in its gorgeous frame! It is hanging in the shop for all of us to ooh and
aah over. It is truly lovely. (Mine isn't quite ready for framing.)

In Prairie Moon 's new Shadow Box Series (each $24), Sandy stitched (on 32c V. Autumn Gold) the Cat ~ and when I
photographed it I missed the top "decorator spider" so I took another shot of him. He is U*G*L*Y but very Halloweeny. Also in
this series, the Witch and the Skeleton. All of the accoutrements that you see in the shadow boxes AND on the top and hanging
on the outside are included in your kit. You need to provide the fabric and thread ~ and the shadow box. We have those as well
($25 - ND). We thought they needed some tweaking, so we painted and crackled them.

This one isn't new ~ I finished it last year, but I just love it! And with the patriotic red-white-and-blue season upon us, it is
now in our front display. It is "One Flag" ($9) by Tracy/Hands to Work. And being in my patriotic stitching season, one of the
projects I flitted back to last week was this one, "Americana" ($9) from Kathy/Carriage House Samplings. I hate to tell you
how many years ago I started it, and this year I am determined to finish it. Still a little ways to go, but closer all the time.

I was doing a lot of flitting from project to project these past two weeks, working on a few shop models that we're trying to have on
display in time for a special group of ladies who are coming to visit the end of this month. And one of the things that I've been stitching
the past few nights is this very charming Sewing Clamp Kit from Muareen/The Heart's Content . I have loved this thing since I first
saw it in Nashville in February, and it's almost ready for the finisher! I'm stitching it with a continental stitch over 1 on 40c, and it's
going very quickly. I love over 1 on tiny counts with the continental stitch. I think it works very nicely on tiny counts and doesn't
frustrate me in trying to squeeze in that cross each time. This kit is called "Sampler Bits Sewing Clamp" ($54).

This was to have been sent Thursday ~ then yesterday ~ and here it is, midday on Saturday and I'm still going on and on.
I'm done for this week, except to tell you about a fabulous new restaurant that Tess invited me to this week. Pizza Fusion
(on East McKellips Road east of Higley) serves organic pizza as well as delicious appetizers, salads, and desserts. The
brownie, with slices of pear stuck in healthy whipped topping, topped off our fabulous meal. It was so taste-tempting that I
had to photograph it before we devoured it. And this fresh homemade brownie just has a few calories because it's vegan,
no animal fats to make it bad for us.

Anyway, if you're in one of the 11 states shown on their Web site and you're near one of these, I highly recommend it!
Here's the link to find the location nearest you: http://www.pizzafusion.com/locations/
Happy May Stitching!

Jean Lea
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